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Smart Innovation 
Automatic Thermal Massager  

| CERAGEM GLOBAL NETWORK
•ASIA & PACIFIC : Korea, China, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Hongkong, Taiwan, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Australia, New Zealand, U.A.E, Oman
•EUROPE : Germany, United Kingdom, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria, Czech, Serbia, Hungary, Italy, Macedonia, Albania, Kosovo, Poland, Switzerland, Romania, France, Croatia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, Turkey
•AMERICAS : USA, Canada, Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Mexico, Venezuela, Dominica, Guatemala
•CIS : Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Moldova
•MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA : Egypt, Ghana, Ethiopia, South Africa , Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Botswana, Morocco, Israel

CERAGEM's promise to customers!
What's a Automatic Thermal Massager? What does it do and is it good? Well, you don't know the answers until you try one yourself.
That's why CERAGEM runs its tryout centers, where customers have free access to the Automatic Thermal Massager for an extended period of time to see
how they may work out for them. So, why don't you check out the nearest CERAGEM center in your neighborhood to experience benefits of this Automatic
Thermal Massager beloved by people from nearly 70 countries around the world?



“ It's Smart Innovation!”

•SPINE SCANNING & APMS
APMS(Advanced Projector Moving System)

•INTENSITY CONTROL

•ADVANCED MASSAGE PROGRAM

•CERAGEM SOUND THERAPY

•SMART DESIGN

Imagine a revolutionary Automatic Thermal Massager
custom-tailored to your spine.

THIS CONCEPT HAS BEEN EMBODIED IN THE
CERAGEM MASTER V3.

This innovative Automatic Thermal Massager offers five
unique features that set it apart from other products :

[ Model No : CGM MB-1101 / CGM EB-1101 ]
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IT'S SMART
SPINE SCANNING & APMS

The CERAGEM Master V3 features a spinal scan technology never before seen in conventional
automatic thermal massagers, and automatic up-and-down function of the 

APMS(Advanced Projector Moving System) offering a thermal massage that accommodates your body.

SPINE 
SCANNING 

The internal projector, while moving along the body from head to pelvis, measures the length of your spine and the
degree of your spinal curvature to suggest a massage that best-accommodates your body. Running between the
cervical vertebrae and coccygeal vertebrae, the internal projector also stimulates points along the spine that vary
from person to person, specifically the pressure points in the muscles on the sides of each vertebra.

CERAGEMMaster V3,

AUTOMATIC THERMAL MASSAGER
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR BODY
The length of the spine varies in different people, just like their height.
The CERAGEM Master V3 scans the spine of each user and uses that information to offer an unprecedented,
personalized thermal massage experience.

APMS(Advanced Projector Moving System)

[ MOVING THE INTERNAL PROJECTOR ]

Up

Down

The spinal scan helps analyze the user's spinal characteristics.
Using that information, the automatic up-and-down internal projector
automatically adjusts the height/contour of the Automatic Thermal
Massager to accommodate the user's spine. This revolutionary
feature helps ensure greater comfort and efficacy during the
massage.

SPINE SCANNING BY USER'S 
SPINAL CHARACTERISTICS [ ]

CERVICAL 
SPINE

THORACIC 
SPINE

LUMBAR 
SPINE

•Measure spinal length
and curvature

•Check body
pressure points

•Measure body
pressure distribution



The large screen display, easily recognizable icons, minimal characters, and key descriptions 
on back all make it easier for everyone to use the Automatic Thermal Massager.|  USER-FRIENDLY REMOTE CONTROL |

12 MASSAGE 
PROGRAMS

IT'S SMART
6 LEVELS OF INTENSITY & 12 MASSAGE PROGRAMS

The CERAGEM Master V3 offers you 12 massage programs to choose from,
based on alternative medicine. Select the one that suits you best.

6 LEVELS
OF INTENSITY

The APMS that automatically accommodates each user's spinal curvature also offers the 6 levels
of intensity control so that you can choose the intensity of massage you want.

[ THE 12 MASSAGE PROGRAMS ]

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6

AUTOMATIC MODE

MODE 2  :  Promotes Relaxation MODE 3  :  Promotes Stability

MODE 4  :  Promotes Circulation MODE 5  :  Promotes Health

MODE 6  :  Promotes Energy MODE 7  :  Promotes Concentration

MODE 8  :  Promotes Deep Sleep MODE 9  :  Promotes well-balanced body 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC MODE :  Area Repetition MANUAL MODE : Thermal Pressure

MODE 1 : The same mode as that of the existing 
automatic thermal massager

CERAGEMMaster V3,

CHOOSE ANY TYPE 
OF MASSAGE YOU NEED
Fatigue and stress vary in intensity from person to person. That's why you need a massage program with multiple options. 
The CERAGEM Master V3 allows you to personalize the intensity of the thermal massage and to program it to your 
specification. Now everybody in your family can enjoy a relaxing, customized massage.

By using the 6 levels of intensity control and 12 massage programs, 
Your family can personalize the thermal massage to suit their physical conditions.



CERAGEM 
SOUND THERAPY

CERAGEM's handpicked musical selections, including classical numbers and sounds of nature, aim
at helping you reach a deep meditative state and relaxation while enjoying the thermal massage.
You can choose the kind of music you like.

SMART 
DESIGN

The CERAGEM Master V3 features a slide-in bed that ensures minimum space usage, and 
an overall design that fits well with your living room, bedroom, study, and other interior spaces,
giving them a chic, modern look. 

[ 01 CERAGEM SOUND ]
CERAGEM Sound is a healing approach created by CERAGEM and a type of music
therapy aiming at stress relief and relaxation. The mode features 10 musical
selections, including sounds of nature, meditation music, and classical pieces. In
addition, CERAGEM offers the ability to input your own favorite selections (up to 100
numbers including CERAGEM Sound) to ensure greater comfort while relaxing.

[ 02 HARDWARE COMPONENTS OF CERAGEM SOUND ]
Included in the hardware are a 2-way speaker, an earphone jack, 
an MP3 remotecontrol (dual), and an SD card(2GB).

[ SLIDING DESIGN ]
The Automatic Thermal Massager has a slide-in feature on its underbelly, which allows it to become a sofa when
slid in. This seat offers not only heating but superior spatial efficiency as well.

[ 3-SPHERE AND 9-SPHERE EXTERNAL PROJECTORS ]
These two external projectors feature a new and improved beam projection design that incorporates alternative
medicine and standard pressure points, and they come with handles to ensure greater comfort and convenience for
the user.

IT'S SMART
CERAGEM SOUND THERAPY & SMART DESIGN

Relax your body and mind through a thermal massage accompanied by music. Also, enjoy the 
smart, spatial design that brings practicality and functionality to the Automatic Thermal Massager.
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The CERAGEM Master V3 has a built-in
Epoxy Carbon Panel that radiant far infrared
heat and that, together with the internal
projector's functions, helps reduce fatigue.

Tangerine, a world-renowned design consulting firm that has helped British Airways, Toyota, P&G, and Samsung to
be at the forefront of design innovation, has designed the cutting-edge CERAGEM Master V3.

CERAGEM Master V3 Design Innovation 

The CERAGEM Master V3 
enables relaxation by engaging multiple senses,

OFFERING YOUR FAMILY A VENUE FOR
HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
The CERAGEM Master V3 combines thermal massage with carefully programmed sound therapy to 
induce greater relaxation, and the smart design separates it from other conventional automatic thermal massagers.
Don't look elsewhere. Look to the CERAGEM Master V3, where your entire family can find the relaxation they need.



| PRINCIPLES OF EASTERN/WESTERN ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

| KEY FUNCTION OF CERAGEM AUTOMATIC THERMAL MASSAGER

Moxibustion is the application of heat to stimulate pressure points and increase blood circulation in order to promote the
body's ability to heal itself and provide relaxation.

Moxibustion

Finger pressure is a practice done by the hand to relieve compressed nerves and muscle tension. Stimulating your
pressure points to relieve the compressed nerves allows the body to return to its natural, healthy rhythm.

Finger Pressure

It is one of the oldest forms of therapy known to relieve pain, relax the body, and stimulate blood circulation.

Massage

Thermotherapy applies radiant far infrared heat to relieve aches and pain and helps improve blood circulation. There are
several types of thermotherapy : hot-water treatment, paraffin treatment, steam treatment, ultraviolet treatment, far
infrared heat application, etc.

Thermal Therapy

Chiropractic is a leading alternative medicine with over 100 years of history that helps align the spine and relieve
compressed nerves, thus promoting an overall, healthier body.

Chiropractic

CERAGEM PressureTM |
APPLICATION OF MOXIBUSTION AND FINGER PRESSURE PRINCIPLES
CERAGEM PressureTM is a unique technique that synthesizes the benefits of the Moxibustion effect and
Finger Pressure effect. The internal projector emits radiant far infrared heat, providing the moxibustion
effect, while simultaneously applying a finger pressure effect directly to the user's back. This technique
provides tension relief, an increase in blood and energy circulation, and may reduce stress, resulting in the
improvement of overall health.

CERAGEM MassageTM |
APPLICATION OF MASSAGE AND CHIROPRACTIC PRINCIPLES 
The internal projectors massage the back, relieving muscle pain and soothing tension and stress caused by
bad posture and an unhealthy lifestyle. By minimizing your daily stress and tension, your body will experience
improvement in overall health. In addition to the benefits of conventional massage, CERAGEM MassageTM

provides soothing heat to the body, resulting in superior relaxation and satisfaction. The internal projector is
placed on an ergonomically designed rail track that follows the natural curvature of the spine, which we call
SBTS : Smart Back Track System. The SBTS provides just the right amount of pressure and massage for a
simultaneous benefit of relief and relaxation.

CERAGEM WarmthTM |
APPLICATION OF THERMOTHERAPY PRINCIPLES
It has been proven in extensive studies and research that radiant far infrared heat helps improve blood
circulation, which results in an improvement in overall health. The CERAGEM Thermal Massager utilizes
the internal projector (located in the main mat) along with a special heat-conducting Epoxy Carbon Panel
located in the main mat and the lower mat to apply a complete thermo-therapy effect to your body. 

What could be more important than your family's health?
CERAGEM, A WORLD-RENOWNED AUTOMATIC THERMAL MASSAGER 

PRODUCER, HELPS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY STAY HEALTHY
Make smart choices to promote the health of your family. Choose the CERAGEM Master V3,

the essence of CERAGEM spine care technology, and let your whole family enjoy the personalized care.


